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  All coaches have “lineages” 
….those they followed, learned 
from and are grateful to, for 
the ability to “stand on their 
shoulders” and create ever 
more success in a program, or a 
coaching career. 

 This fine photo from the 
University of Southern California 
shows three coaching legends 
who followed each other at USC 
and learned and gained much 
from each other. 

  Three great USC Coaches, all 
interconnected by influence and 
aspiration. Who are your “lineage 
coaches?” The Holidays a great 
time to send a THANK YOU. 

All the Best, JL
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TrainerSwim

The ultimate training tool for developing
swim-specific strength

Build Swim-Specific Strength
Develop A Perfect Pull
Gain Powerful Starts & Turns
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The ultimate swim bench for developing
swim-specific power and stamina

Improve Stroke Efficiency
Measure Power & Performance
Build Specific Power & Endurance
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ATHLETIC EXCELLENCE:
MENTAL TOUGHNESS
   TRAINING FOR SPORTS
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I’m not playing “not to lose” anymore.  I still want to perform to my best, to 
break that new record, to walk away victorious, but something very important has 
changed.  My focus now is simply the MOMENT…I savour the moment.  Every 
moment of every performance is something to be totally experienced and totally 
enjoyed.  I simply seize the moment for what it is and, whenever I do that, I begin 
immediately to experience a sense of calm, strength, and energy that continues to 
amaze me…As long as what I am doing at that moment is precisely what I am doing 
at that moment, everything happens naturally.  I don’t have to try to get psyched, 
or try to concentrate or try to perform well.  I just do.  And when I’m there I have 
energy to burn. If you try too hard you force it and there is a difference between 
trying harder and giving 100%.  I’ve always been my own toughest opponent and 
I suppose I always will be. 

 
If mental skills represent at least 50% of the process of playing, why do coaches 

and athletes spend only 5-10% of their time working on these skills?

MENTAL TOUGHNESS IS LEARNED, NOT BORN:  Self-motivated and self-
directed, positive but realistic, in control of emotions, calm & relaxed under fire, 
highly energetic and ready for action, determined, mentally alert and focused, 
doggedly self-confident, fully responsible. 

 
When the final moment of truth finally arrives, the deciding factor will always be 

the same.  It will be your INNER STRENGTH that makes the ultimate difference:  
you will always be your own Toughest Opponent, so focus on doing the best that 
you can.

 
Focusing on winning and losing the external contest all too frequently leads 

to performance paralysis.  Fears of winning and losing quickly lead to muscle 
tightness, excessive anxiety, and poor concentration.  “Winning the contest with 
yourself” rarely leads to such performance problems. 

Three test questions at the end of every play or practice:
1) I gave my best effort every moment. I gave 100%. 
2) I maintained a predominantly positive, healthy and optimistic attitude. 
3) I accepted full responsibility for me today, for what I did and didn’t do  

 (didn’t blame others, weather, bad equipment, cheating opponent or  
 anything else). 

4) Winning the contest with yourself is hard work.  It is truly the ultimate  
 challenge.

5) You must realize that you can succeed with yourself every day.   This  
 is precisely how you build success, the most satisfying and fulfilling of  
 all---the conquest of self. 

6) Self-discipline./self-control/self-confidence/self-realization.  Once you  
 believe in yourself and feel good about you, the doors are opened to  
 becoming your fullest potential.

“Success is peace of mind, which is a direct result of self-satisfaction in knowing 
you did your best to become the best you are capable of becoming.”—John 
Wooden

AET=> Athletic Excellence Training Model
• Mental toughness is learned, not born
• The ultimate measure of mental toughness is consistency
• Excepting the influence of physical factors, performance consistency is  

 the result of psychological consistency.
• The extent to which individuals or teams will perform toward an upper  

 range of their talent and skill largely depends on the success they   
 have in creating and maintaining a particular kind of mental   
 climate within themselves.

• Excepting the influence of physical factors, the level of performance  
 of individuals or teams is an accurate reflection of the kind of internal  
 climate existing within the performers themselves

• An ideal internal performance climate exists for every athlete and   
 team. This is referred to as the Ideal Performance State.

• The component elements of the IPS are fundamentally the same for all  
 athletes and across all sports

• The IPS is most accurately described in terms of specific feeling states  
 experienced by the individual performers

• The most important mental skills required in competitive sport are   

By James E. Loehr

 those associated with creating and maintaining the IPS during play
• Mental toughness requires a high degree of control over the IPS.   

 The more you practice the better you get.

The real test comes when the pressure is really on, when the world is against 
you, when everything has turned upside down.  It is here that you come face to face 
with the limits of your mental strength.

Your level of performance is a direct reflection of the way you feel inside…Mental 
toughness is the ability to create and maintain the right kind of internal feeling 
regardless of the circumstances.  The most important thing you can do to perform 
to your best at the time is to create a particular feeling climate within yourself and 
maintain it, NO MATTER WHAT.

Twelve distinct feeling categories for performing optimally:  physically relaxed, 
mentally calm, low anxiety, energized, optimistic, enjoyment, effortless, automatic, 
alert, mentally focused, self-confident, in control.

Nobody plays when they’re feeling the pressure:  the difference is those who can 
or cannot eliminate the pressure.  Thinking the wrong thoughts can quickly lead to 
pressure problems.

• Instead of thinking “What if I don’t do well?!” or “If I don’t do it now,   
 I’ll lose everything” choose one of these Samples:

• “I’m just going to do the best I can and let the cards fall where they may”
• “I’m simply going to focus on doing my job the best I know how”
• “I’m going to have fun out there, no matter what”
• “Pressure is something I put on myself”
• “Even if I’m not the greatest today, it won’t be the end of the world”
• Winning and losing is for the fans; I simply perform and feel great   

 doing that”
• I love tough situations; the tougher the situation the better I perform”
• I’m going to be OK---no matter what
• Is this a threat or a challenge?

Start loving adversity—that is what makes you a champion!  You gotta love it!

Do you have rituals that help to get you feeling loose, confident, energized, etc.? 
Every good performer has rituals. Let overwhelming feelings of pressure trigger 
your determination, inspiration, challenge, and positiveness.  Transform adversity 
and pressure into challenge, inspiration, opportunity—that begins in your head. 
Intensity is simply high energy.

Joy, fun, love, challenge, optimism, determination, enjoyment become calm 
mental state, attentional control, relaxed muscles become high level performance. 
Negativity erodes INNER STRENGTH.  I accept full responsibility for myself. I 
simply focus on doing the very best I can at every moment.  Mistakes are feedback 
and a necessary part of learning anything well.  I’m willing to pay the price to be 
successful by striving to have fun no matter what and enjoying myself as I perform.  
I always give my best effort, reducing negativity as it arises. If I don’t make mistakes 
I won’t learn.   Repeat often:  “I can do that” “I am getting more disciplined” “I love 
adversity” I’m feeling more relaxed and calm” I’m feeling inspired and stronger” “I 
can”

Live without fear…Pillars of mental toughness:  motivation, self-confidence, 
attentional focus, coping with pressure

Successful use of mental skills:  mental preparation, imagery, goal-setting, self-
talk, training

Relaxation Strategies:  progressive relaxation, relaxation response, slow down, 
use breath control

To change mindsets:  “I don’t divide the world into the weak and the strong or 
winners and losers, but rather into learners and non-learners.” Benjamin Barber

Ben-Shjahar says we only learn mental toughness by actually experiencing 
failure, by living through it.  As J. K. Rowling says, “tested by adversity to find our 
strengths and self-knowing.”

For your finest hour:

Prepare your strategies as exercises:  visualization is one of the most powerful 
mental training strategies available to performers: it is nothing more than the 
systematic practice of creating and strengthening strong positive mental images. 
(i.e., positive image programming). A learned skill. Visualization is the connecting 
link between mind and body in performance. Establish a regular visualization 
practice routine which rehearses helpful mental and emotional responses to 
difficult situations that may arise during performance—no substitute for hard work 
but physical practice is only half the battle.  Start thinking in positive pictures in as 
much detail as possible in colour. Work to eliminate the failure images and replace 
them with successful ones of you staying confident, calm, and positive as well as 
productive.  Many short sessions of five minutes each are better than one or two 
long ones.  Use your imagination to set long-term, intermediate, and short-term 
goals. Become an artist at managing negative energy. 

Being mentally prepared simply means NEVER BEING SURPRISED BY 
ANYTHING.

• Muscles relaxed
• Calm & quiet
• Low anxiety
• High energy
• Positive
• Highly enjoyable
• Effortless
• Automatic
• Confident
• Alert
• In control
• Focused
• Playing well visualization
• Resilience of emotional control
• Refuse to worry, feel winning feelings…say “Stop” if negative thought  

 arises.
• One Objective:  to create and sustain your Ideal Performance State  

 NO MATTER WHAT
• Act “As If” in adversity
• Work hard to develop and maintain the physical presence of a   

 champion---no matter how you feel!
• Choose a mantra to say over and over again in rhythm with your   

 breathing to focus: it is your mental target:  such as “Calm”, or “Feel no  
 pressure” or See it” or “play”

• STAY WITH IT---you are developing a new set and higher level of skills.
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ASCA World Clinic Yearbook

Volume 49 - 2017
2017 ASCA WORLD CLINIC YEARBOOK ORDER FORM

EDUCATION & INSPIRATION
From the Best in the Business

The 2017 World Clinic Yearbook contains transcripts of all the 
presentations given at the 2017 clinic.

Available in CD or 3 Ring Binder form.
Anticipated Publish Date: February 2018

The Solution for Keeping Up with Your Profession.

AMERICAN SWIMMING COACHES ASSOCIATION
5101 NW 21st Avenue, Suite 530, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309  •  Tel: 1-800-356-2722  •  Fax: (954) 563-9813  •  www.swimmingcoach.org

Name ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone  _______________________________________   Email __________________________________________________________________________

Mailing Address ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

City _________________________________________   State ____________ Zip Code _________________ Country ______________________________

Amount Total: $____________   Payment:   cash   check (US Funds Only)  or    credit card (American Express, Discover, Master Card or Visa) 

Card Number ____________________________________________ Exp. Date _______   Signature ____________________________________________

World Clinic Yearbook 2017: (choose option)                   Binder version - $30.00  CD version - $30.00  Binder and CD - $45.00
 ($50 will be added to all binder orders to international addresses.)

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAYONLY
$30.00

Bob Bowman Ray Looze Eddie Reese

FEATURING 
BOB BOWMAN, 
RAY LOOZE, 
EDDIE REESE AND 
MANY MORE...

The 2018 ASCA World Clinic will be 
the 50th World Clinic!

In Beautiful Anaheim, CA

It is also the 60th Year 
Since the Founding of 

the ASCA. 

It’s Going to be 

SPECIAL 
Don’t Miss It.
 The Board of Directors of the ASCA
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WHY SHOULD ALL YOUR STAFF BE ASCA CERTIFIED?

To earn the respect of your club parents, AND demonstrate that your club is a 
Professionally Coached Program. 

        Everyone coaching in a USA Swimming program has to pass the Level 1 
course jointly developed by ASCA and USA-Swimming. That is NOT a differentiator. 

         What is a differentiator between you and the club down the road, is to have your 
full staff ASCA Certified. On your club website under coaches, at the start of their bio 
and under their photo, list “ASCA Certified, Level ______” . This is what parents look 
for….they immediately look for Certifications. This demonstrates to your club that 
you are serious about swimming, coaching and operating a top quality experience 
for children. 

Here is an example of how to use it: 

       “Every coach is USA Swimming certified.  That is the lowest, base level of 
certification.  Being ASCA Certified means that our club commits to annual professional 
development training, just like any other profession.  In addition, ASCA Certification 
means that our coaches commit to a Professional Code of Ethics that has been in 
place much longer than the USA Swimming Code.  Each Level that you see reflected 
on our website  reflects both academic training specific to swimming and the in-pool 
success of that coach’s swimmers and the coaches’ level of experience.   Our club 
requires all of our coaches to commit to that Code of Ethics and to annual professional 
development, and our club supports them in doing so.”

This is something that any club can sell to parents as a differentiator. 
To get your coaches started on Certification for those who have not done so: 
https://swimmingcoach.org/certification/

All the Best,
John Leonard 

GREAT IDEAS
Coach Ray Looze, Indiana University from a Breaststroke talk at the ASCA World Clinic 2017 in Washington, DC.

The entire talk is also on video and audio at www.swimmingcoach.org 

“(Lilly King) Her kick is like a piston hit, its so quick. She probably has the 
fastest kick in the world. I am willing to trade off the depth of her quads, 
because she is so good closing her kick quickly and being level.

 
     In kids, they get tired and unfocused and do not finish that kick quickly or 

even touch their feet together. Finishing the kick is critical  and you need to 
design your breaststroke sets so that you can do that.

 
    Combining a drill with both resistance and the visual of a video is highly 

useful way of teaching people to do this.”
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Coaches for students of all ages 
can learn from the experience of the 
world’s most influential coaches and 
Olympic swimmers.
ASCA Online Education now includes an ever-growing collection 
of online video presentations. Analyze the excellence of the best 
swimmers in history.  It is a must-experience for all swimming 
coaches.

The Levels 1, 2, and 3 certification courses are sold on our website in 
the ASCA Store. Once purchased, members may self register and 
access their online courses via the Member Dashboard.  Online 
educational presentations and tutorials can be found at ASCA’s 
Online Education page on the web at www.swimmingcoach.
org/online-education. Videos and digital downloads can be 
purchased directly and will be immediately viewable.  ASCA has 
developed several new courses recently including the Advanced 
Breastroke and Advanced Freestyle Training. Get started today to 
take the first step in advancing your career to the next level.

ENROLL TODAY!

EARN More 
LEARN More 

LEVELS 
1, 2, & 3 

AVAILABLE
ONLINE 

Visit ASCA Online Education at https://swimmingcoach.org or call (800) 356-2722

ON-LINE
Certification Schools & 
Video Courses 
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PVC Pool Gutters

•  No Grounding Required
• Seamless Construction
•  Lower Installation Costs
• Resilient At Impact
• 10 Year Warranty

DuraTech PVC gutters by RenoSys are the perfect solution 

for indoor pools in need of a cost effective alternative to 

stainless steel.  A seamless DuraTech PVC Gutter can be installed 

independently or it may be combined with a RenoSys PVC Pool 

Shell interior and RecDeck PVC Decking to give the entire project 

the low maintenance durability of pool formulated PVC.

Our PVC Gutters come in a wide range of styles designed to fit 

your project requirements.
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Pressure Supply Tube

PVC Grating

 Overflow Return 
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PVC Liner Connection

Pool Deck Trim
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In my four decades of teaching university undergrads and graduate students 
at University of Toronto a few years and at York University in the Faculty of Health 
since 1977, I have had ample opportunity to observe, assess, evaluate, and study 
other people’s children.  Of course, I have to admit all my successes as teacher 
were with other parents’ children---to my own I am just their Dad so I know nothing, 
have been nowhere, and whatever life-advice I offer is greeted with rolling eyes as 
if they have heard it a thousand times before.  So let me proceed to suggest some 
observations that may have timely insights for parents facing the challenges of 
growing children into mature adults today in a world no one could imagine.  If you 
were born before 1989, you were alive when the worldwide web was proposed, 
the Berlin Wall was destroyed, apartheid ended in South Africa, and you were 
in the last generation to have parents whose social media were the television, 
radio, telephone, and conversation on a sidewalk. Your children are growing up 
in an electronic milieu you did not, in schools with curriculum you didn’t learn, and 
attitudes you haven’t shared.  What to do? 

 
Nobody really knows because the future is so unpredictable, except that 

family wisdom has been accumulating over generations and the proofs are in 
the behaviours of each cohort of children becoming young adults. The following 
are a set of observations of mine as I witnessed the transformation from one 
generation forty years ago to the present.  In my role as university professor I 
have had to appraise the purposes, characters, skillsets, knowledges, expressions, 
intelligences, attitudes, and potential of perhaps 35,000 undergraduates and 
hundreds of graduate students seeking to enter the professional or entrepreneurial 
arenas.  There are constants I have identified in those who have demonstrated 
fulfilling lives, satisfying careers and healthy relationships.  Let me share those with 
you who also have experienced the rewards and challenges of parenting.  

First, children are the finest mimics in the world:  parents teach primarily by 
example without words.  Actions, feelings, gestures, gaze behavior, voice tones 
convey how a young child discovers the way of the world, for family is a world of its 
own.  So when I was Academic Advisor for ten years or so, students in academic 
disasters or personal messes would seek me out for support and attention as well 

as advice on solving the problem or saving them, depending upon the severity.  
As soon as a student crossed the threshold of my office, I could feel them radiate 
whether they had been well-loved and well-cared for in their young lives.  If they 
had, then I knew that they had access to the deep reservoir in everyone that 
energizes resilience, endurance, purpose, and determination.  If they hadn’t, then I 
recognized it would require an infusion of continuous encouragement from me and 
astute guidance to orient them to seeking out their own inner strengths in order to 
resolve both distress and obstacles.  As Al Cohn said long ago, “It’s what you listen 
to when you’re growing up that you always come back to.”  If one felt neglected or 
unheard as a child, consistently criticized or continually judged, then I realized I had 
to nourish their inner life to parent themselves with unconditional approval before 
they could sustain their balance, breathe calmly, and eradicate the inner demons 
they had absorbed to overcome their barriers to fulfillment and accomplishment.  
We all have demons, but attentive parents give their kids a leash to take them out 
for a walk where they do no harm.

While there are powerful daily antidotes to the isolation children feel so intensely 
throughout childhood, the single one I cite as the most requiring practice is the 
rare art of reflective listening.  There are the same letters in the word silent as in 
listen, but most adults are only half-listening to kids while waiting to talk.  However, 
we are a reciprocating society and we tend to treat others the way we are treated; 
that is why James Baldwin said, “Children have never been very good at listening 
to their elders, but they have never failed to imitate them.”  Our schooling has 
remedial speaking, remedial reading, and remedial writing in coping with learning 
disabilities, but no expertise in remedial listening.  It equates hearing with listening 
but they are not the same thing at all. Our parenting styles almost never insist upon 
becoming a master listener when a child speaks.  We’ve all heard the phrase, 
“children are to be seen and not heard” which we may reject but we violate in 
practice all the time.  When I surveyed 2500 highly motivated, extremely smart 
international swim coaches who each claimed daily goals/weekly goals/monthly 
goals/annual goals/life-goals about talking to their athletes and asked how many 
had becoming an “effective listener” as one of their five top lifetime goals, not a 

FROM A UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR TO A PARENT: 
WHAT I WISHED I COULD SAY!

By Gregory Malszecki, Ph.DLife Plus Membership means: 

1
Your World Clinic Registration is paid FOR LIFE. You'll never pay again 
for the body of the World Clinic. At an average cost of $400 per year, it 
takes only 5 registrations in your lifetime as a coach, to make this 
benefit ALONE pay for your Life Plus. You simply register as usual, but 
with no further charge!  

2 You never again pay for yearly membership. It's paid. Period. 

3 You get one copy of every ASCA school for yourself. (or give them to 
one of your staff if you have already taken some of them.)  

4 ASCA Life Plus is tax deductible as a business expense for you as a 
swimming coach.  

5 Every Life Plus dollar goes into the ASCA Reserve fund to help you 
and us build the long term financial health of your professional 
association.

Life Plus investment in ASCA is $2,000 for a USA 
member and $2,500 for an International ASCA 
member. Payments can be made in four equal 
payments over a one year period if you wish. 
(arrange with our membership department.)

To join as an ASCA Life Plus Member,
Call 1-800-356-2722 (in the USA)

or 954-563-4930 from international.

John Leonard 

"Life Plus Membership
is the best value in

American Swimming" 
Coach Steve Morsilli

Pleasanton Seahawks, California

876 Members of the American 
Swimming Coaches Association 

LIFE PLUS MEMBERS...
WHY NOT JOIN THEM?

are

GREAT IDEAS
Coach Ray Looze, Indiana University from a Breaststroke talk at the ASCA World Clinic 2017 in Washington, DC.

The entire talk is also on video and audio at www.swimmingcoach.org 

“A strong pull is our most important concern. I asked our strength coaches to 
make sure our breaststrokers add exercises to work their wrists and forearms. 
Turns out there are not many of those exercises, believe it or not. We stick their 
hands in buckets of rice and do a breast pull motion. They put a weight on a rope 
with a stick at the top and wind it up and down. 

       When you reach that point at the end of a race where they can’t feel their 
arms and have lost control of them, you’re just bankrupt before the race is over. 
I like the term “durable”. You want to be durable with your arms, so that you can 
race the distance with any strategy you want…emphasis on the beginning or the 
end, whatever you want.” 
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single one did.  Would you?

Listening is not hearing the same way seeing is not reading—illiterates can 
see the street sign, they just don’t know what it says.  If you cannot read, the 
capital letter A is just three lines in a weird triangle; if you cannot listen, then the 
meaning another is sharing with you is neither valuable nor understood.  The US 
military troop response of “HHHUUUUAAA!” translates the initials for “Heard, 
Understood, Acknowledged.”  Listening gives attention with complete inner silence 
and unbroken focus to the speaker until they finish while identifying any areas for 
asking for clarification so that nothing of the message is neglected.  Is your child 
not worth 100% of your attention?  Are you not worth 100% of your child’s attention 
when you speak? Give and you shall receive, friends.  

There are cues to whether we are offering our fullest attention or not and no 
one alive misses these:  receptive attitude ready to silence oneself to absorb 
everything the other says, gaze behavior of using eye focus on the speaker with 
soft eyes, calm breathing and balanced stance even if sitting, open body language  
while noting feelings as they express themselves:  attending skills, following 
skills, empathizing skills, and reflecting skills need practice as well as coping with 
inevitable distractions and mental tangents or emerging conflicts. Hear your child 
out until the end without interruption even if you are repelled by what you are 
listening to. 87% of criticisms begin with the question “Why?” so avoid challenging 
even while you hold differing views—seek agreement first and then identify the 
differences.  Ask yourself, “If I were this child/teen/young adult, how would I feel?”  
We’ve all been there.  In my lengthy experience, students who never want to talk to 
their parents or who keep secrets feel it is dangerous to let on what they really think 
and feel or are doing.   Students who have both trust and integrity feel they can 
tell their parents anything even if their parents do not like it at all.  Aren’t our best 
friends those we can talk to about our lives as we actually live them?  Not every 
family member is one we know will listen to us, and that dictates the distance we 
keep from them.  Children’s lives expand to the degree they feel listened to, of that 
I can assure you.  As M. Scott Peck says “You cannot truly listen to anyone and do 
anything else at the same time.”

Just one more observation:  each person can feel whether you care about 
them while they are speaking.  That care is the essence of nourishing the spirit, 
soul, body and intellect of the child you are parenting for their optimal growth in 
self-direction, self-esteem, self-discipline, and self-organization.  What is sacred 
in the person you are nurturing to be healthy, brave, smart, responsible, creative, 
caring, and successful depends far more than we imagine with how we attend 
to them, since attention and situational awareness blended with positive energy 
and relentless encouragement provide the finest conditions for the growth of that 
person into the best human being possible.  Potential of your children is far greater 
than any of us can measure---and my four decades as a professor have proven 
that so many students have surpassed horizons that others declared were their 
limits.  I have 35,000 stories about that.  I could go on and on with other vital 
observations and suggestions, but if you simply decide to be a master listener 
when your child speaks, that will be a force for good that is your lifelong gift to them 
who will practice it themselves to benefit all who interact with them.  Has your life 
not changed because one special person, perhaps a total stranger, listened to you 
when you really, really needed to talk to another human being?  Life is a team-
sport—we are all in this together. Oh, keep them moving.  Sitting kills!  So besides 
the social benefits and fun quotient, intense activity gives one finer life.

I do have one quick item to offer as well, if you have read this far.  Inspire 
your children to avoid worry.  Worry is cancer of the emotions, draining energy, 
motivation, time, purpose, and too often money and health.   It devours lives without 
any benefits in its residual sludge of lingering depression.  “A day of worry is more 
exhausting than a day of work” says John Lubbock.  You will put an invisible shield 
around the soul of your child by exemplifying for them how to stop worrying—the 

alternative is to watch your child worry their life away.  “if you want to test your 
memory, try to recall what you were worrying about one year ago today,” suggests 
E. Joseph Crossman.  Ultimately, besides the huge emotional toll it takes on your 
child’s well-being, the option to worry instead of work or act positively is that it 
sucks the joy out of one’s day and thus if practiced becomes a habit, lowering the 
happiness quotient significantly as well as deflating relationships and efforts.  So 
this is a point where parental intervention makes family life happier for everyone.  
Don Herrold put it nicely: “If I had my life to live over, I would perhaps have more 
actual troubles but I’d have fewer imaginary ones.”

Finally, I urge you as parents to assure your children to feel they belong in this 
world and are ready to meet it in all its forms.  To feel secure in that confidence, 
each child needs to grow up with the confidence that they can protect themselves 
to self-grow and to care for those they love.  Thus, training in self-defense is 
simply an essential element of optimal health because there are potential threats 
in the form of natural disasters, accidental catastrophes and random encounters 
with violence.  Even if such dangers seem unpredictable, one should realize 
that like knowing emergency exits or fire drills, preparation for the unpredictable 
threat is smart insurance against harm.  Just like having skills in First Aid and 
CPR, training in self-defense is a superb skillset to prepare a child for a fulfilling, 
healthy, safe and secure adulthood.  It develops situational awareness, appropriate 
physical responses, physical conditioning, and emotional readiness that counters 
the “brainlock” which turns possible targets into numb victims in threatening 
circumstances. Whether human predators or auto accidents or assault by extreme 
weather, your child will not be waiting to be saved or defenselessly confused  if the 
worst happens.  I am impressed with the Martial Arts training which test for real-life 
emergencies as well as inspiring the will to live. Lt.Col Dave Grossman sees the 
world as wolves, sheep and sheepdogs:   however simple that seems, encourage 
your child to become a sheepdog.  “Life belongs to those who dare to live it”—even 
Aristotle felt that courage was the core of all virtue because without it one would not 
be brave enough to live virtuously. I admire those combative systems that engage 
students to integrate body/feeling/mind/spirit; the system that is best is fluid and 
fluent self-discipline,  empowering its students to respond in the best ways to the 
unexpected and possibly dangerous events that might cross your child’s path in 
any stage of life.  Always remember too , your children won life’s lottery because 
they have you for a parent.  Their life begins and ends with family—that is you!   
“Every child is born a genius.”—Buckminster Fuller “There is no wealth but life.”—
John Ruskin 

“Yet still I rise/Never to give up/Above all my problems/Above all my eyes can 
see”—Maya Angelou

Rather than go on and on, let Mother Theresa have the final word: 
Life is an opportunity, benefit from it.
Life is beauty, admire it.
Life is bliss, taste it.
Life is a dream, realize it.
Life is a challenge, meet it.
Life is a duty, complete it.
Life is a game, play it.
Life is a promise, fulfill it.
Life is a sorrow, overcome it.
Life is a song, sing it.
Life is a struggle, accept it.
Life is a tragedy, confront it.
Life is an adventure, dare it.
Life is luck, make it.
Life is too precious, do not destroy it.
Life is life, fight for it!

affordable. fast. fun.
FUSE  | PERFORMANCE TECHNICAL RACING SUIT

To learn more, contact your local dealer or visit FINISswim.com

Available in Hot Pink, Caribbean (Blue) and Slate (Gray)

Searching for the perfect tech suit to make you look good and feel good? We’ve got you covered, literally. 
The fan favorite Fuse tech suit has a new look. 

Time to turn some heads on the pool deck with this bold and bright hot pink!

new color! 

OLIVIA SMOLIGA
OLYMPIC GOLD MEDALIST, WORLD CHAMPION
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For Members of the American Swimming Coaches Association
5101 NW 21st Ave, Suite 530, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309 
Phone:  1 (800) 356-2722, (954) 563-4930   |   Fax: (954) 563-9813 
Email: asca@swimmingcoach.org   |   Website: www.swimmingcoach.org

•  JOIN ASCA AS A MEMBER. ONLY MEMBERS CAN BE CERTIFIED.
•  Complete this form as completely as possible so we can analyze your credentials.

•   Privde copies of meet results or download athlete results page from web, to support achievement criteria.

•  SCAN / EMAIL TO:  CERTIFICATION@SWIMMINGCOACH.ORG

 

PERSONAL DATA
 

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Telephone       Fax       Email   

Check the following Level for which you are applying:      1       2       3       3 E & E       4       4 E & E       5

Area for which you are applying:      USA Swimming       Age Group       High School       Junior College 
 

  NCAA I       NCAA II       NCAA III       Stroke Coach (Level 3 only) 

  YMCA Senior       YMCA Age Group       Masters

EDUCATION
1.  List ALL college degrees  (i.e., B.A. History, M.A. Physical Education, etc.)

College Degree:    AA     BA     BS     other (please specify) 

Field of Study       School       Year   

Additional Degrees        Year   

List any coaching-related elective courses taken OUTSIDE of a college degree:

Course School Credits QTR or Semester Year

 

 

2. 

Clinic/Location Primary Speaker Number of Days Topics

 

 

 

 

OFFICE
  

USE ONLY
 

Academic Units

                            

  International

•  or MAIL TO:   ASCA, Certi�cation, 5101 NW 21st Ave, Suite 530, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
•  or FAX TO:     (954) 563-9813

   Date Instructor
Level 1 — The Foundation School DVD 
Level 2 — The Strokes School
Level 3 — The Physiology School
Level 4 — The Administration School
Level 5 — The Leadership School
Advanced Backstroke
Advanced Breaststroke
Advanced Butter�y
Advanced Freestyle
Age Group Sports Psychology
Certi�ed Stroke Technician on DVD
Coaching 8 & Under Swimmers
Coaching the Novice Swim Team DVD
Distance Based Training
Distance Training School, Vol 1
Distance Training School, Vol 2
Drills and Games
Dryland Training School,
Dryland Training for Age Group
Fundamentals for Competitive  
Swimming for 8 & Under Swimmers
How to Write Workouts 
Masters School
Newsletter and Bulletin Board Companion
NISCA Manual
Nutrition for Swimmers
Personal Organization for Coaches
Strength & Flexibility Training for Swimmers
Teaching Age Group Developmental 
Sports Psychology
Training Age Group and Masters Swimmers
Vital Reading
Working Successfully with Swimming Parents
Workout Exchange
Other(s)

     Positions Team Location Dates of Employment

1.    

2.    

ACHIEVEMENT
When applying for Levels 3, 4 or 5, supply veri�cation of swim and Coach of Record.

Name of Athlete(s)  Year Swim Meet/AGENCY Date(s)

 

 

DID YOU R EMEMBER  TO
  Begin or renew your ASCA membership? You must be an ASCA member to be an ASCA Certi�ed Coach.
  Include an OVC or o�cial results for Certi�cation of Levels 3, 4 or 5?
  Include a letter from the Head Coach if you are not listed as the Coach of Record in the results you have sent?

OFFICE   
USE  ONLY
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I have held the following coaching positions  (or include resume in place of this information): 
EXPERIENCE:

Please check all that apply with Date of Completion and Instructor.EDUCATION (CONT):
OnlineOn-SiteHome Study
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isolate muscles
for instant
feedback. self-correct technique

Increases the ‘feel for the 
water’ and allows swimmers to 
make adjustments to improve 
stroke technique

inside isolation
Using the edge on the inside
(yellow on left, grey on right) allows
swimmers to isolate and engage the
pectoral, bicep and deltoid muscles

outside isolation
Using the edge on the outside (grey
on left, yellow on right) allows
swimmers to isolate and engage
the triceps and trapezius muscles

Inside Isolation
(Recommended for breaststroke and butterfly)

Outside Isolation
(Recommended for freestyle and backstroke)

1

3

2

new!

Dual-function design makes Iso the ideal training tool for coaches and swimmers!

ISO | STRAPLESS ISOLATION PADDLES

To learn more, visit FINISswim.com/Iso-Paddles
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Is coaching the artistic application of science or the scientific interpretation of 
art?”

I have lost count of the amount of times that Toni and I have discussed the 
current state of Athletics ‘coaching’ in the UK during our conversations. It is 
a theme that constantly emerges from chats about analysis, planning and 
preparation whist he explores how best to support his athletes and enable them to 
perform to their potential. However, his opener today throws me a little, so I hedge 
my bets, “Err, both?”

“It falls somewhere between. What people fail to understand is that, 
fundamentally, coaching is about process, environment and relationships. 
Coaching is about trying to add value to another person”. 

“..fundamentally, coaching is about process,
environment and relationships”.

Immediately Toni takes another unexpected turn,

“Coaches are, or should be, the focal point for the performance of an athlete 
or team. Take football. In many ways football coaches are the noblest in our 
profession”.

“It’s going to surprise a few people to hear you say that. Including me”.

“The responsibility for a teams’ poor performance is always on the head coach 
in football. They put their hands up. You’ll seldom see a coach in athletics put their 
hands up in relation to an athletes’ poor performance and you’ll never, ever hear a 
sports scientist take the blame. When a football team fails to deliver it’s the coach 
that gets sacked. Ever seen them sack a scientist or a player? No, they sack the 
coach”.

I stick my head into the lions’ mouth, “But they sacked you when you won gold 
with Jess. Why’s it different in Athletics?”.

“Unfortunately, coaching sits on the outside of our national sports structures. 
Coaches are often just seen as the plucky volunteers who turn the lights off at the 
end of the night. Science got to front of the queue in the world of athletics whilst 

coaching has done itself down by not being able to answer for itself”.

“Science plays Art?”.

“Although it takes time, scientists can explain themselves, numerically, using 
terms that can be readily measured – that provides comfort to Governing Bodies. 
A coach has only a few seconds to observe and feedback. Scientists work in 
isolated sciences whereas coaches have to bond a whole range of data into a 
single performance delivery; physiology, psychology nutrition, strength, technique 
and tactics all operating at the same time in different measures to produce a win, 
hence the “art” analogy.

“Basically, the difference between dealing with the whole person in present 
context rather assessing a specific, independent aspect?”.

“Scientific intervention is periodic and transactional. 
It happens infrequently and deals in clearly quantifiable 

elements. Coaching is lifelong, daily and holistic”

“Scientific intervention is periodic and transactional. It happens infrequently 
and deals in clearly quantifiable elements. Coaching is lifelong, daily and holistic. 
We deal in trial and error, exploration. It’s a continuous testing cycle where our 
‘lab conditions’ are constantly evolving and changing because we deal with people 
and all the wonderful, complex, frustrating challenges they bring. Science should 
be there to help and support an athlete centred, coach led approach. That is what 
is fundamental to maximising performance potential”.

He pauses for breath, “Performance is simple; it’s an athlete, a coach and an 
outcome. Everything else should sit around that”.

Toni is speaking with as much fluency, passion and conviction as I’ve ever 
heard from him but I feel duty bound and so, with a degree of reluctance, heft a 
spanner into the conversation, “But I’ve heard you say many times that there are 
far too few decent coaches. And virtually none at world class level. I’m not sure 
that we can entrust coaches at this point either”.

“Performance is simple; it’s an athlete, a coach and an 
outcome. Everything else should sit around that”.

STATE OF THE 
(COACHING) 

NATION
By: Chasing Mavericks Toni doesn’t miss a beat, “The Governing Body Coaching Award is not fit for 

purpose. End of. Coaches are not equipped with enough information or supported 
to develop the abilities they need to achieve what they’ve set out to do: add 
genuine value to athletes.

Remember, effective coaching is about three things; process, environment and 
relationships. The current award doesn’t even come close on part one; process. 
They are simply no-where near providing coaches with enough information. 
Currently it’s like strapping someone into a car for the first time, pointing out the 
pedals, gear stick and steering wheel before firing up the ignition and leaving 
them to figure it out. It’s beyond irresponsible. A comprehensive understanding 
of technical process should be a fundamental foundation stone for any coaching 
qualification”.

“Currently it’s like strapping someone into a car for the first 
time, pointing out the pedals, gear stick and steering wheel 

before firing up the ignition and leaving them to figure it out”.

“You’d overhaul the current Coaching Awards then? You’ll be even more 
popular with the Governing Bodies”.

“Governing Bodies already complain that coaches are a difficult group to work 
with but then they’ve neglected coaches as a group for years, so what do they 
expect? Instead of listening and trying to understand what coaching needs they’re 
currently in the process of introducing a Code of Conduct for coaches. That’s not 
there for coaches, it’s the Governing Body protecting themselves from a group of 
people it doesn’t support”.

“Where do you start trying to fix it?”

“Understanding. Education. Like everything in life. Governing bodies need to 
strive to understand what effective coaching is and what it can achieve whilst 
many coaches, who’ve come through the current system, also need to take a look 
at themselves”.

“In what way?”

“Coaches can forget that coaching is a giving process and put themselves at 
centre of things. A great coach gets satisfaction from giving. You get what you 
give. It’s a mind-set you must adopt to be effective. When you coach others, you’re 

giving to yourself through the act of giving to others”. Toni laughs, “This is getting 
deep. Look, as soon as you allow the focus to shift to yourself you’re lost and more 
importantly so is your athlete”.

“Focus on the athlete and the rewards will come, focus on the rewards, or 
yourself and…?”

“And you’ve failed your athlete. Most coaches at the top end of coaching, coach 
across the entire spectrum and are successful at all levels. Coaching is a lifelong 
commitment, a vocation. That’s what’s missing from coach education”.

“That and the fact that coaches seem to be the only group without their own 
representative body”.

“Because coaching in the UK is marginalized and belittled. I’ve heard senior 
representatives of Governing Bodies say something to the effect of, ‘anyone can 
do coaching’. Try giving an athlete with real ability to a novice coach and see what 
happens. Clue – it doesn’t include getting on a podium”.

“I want to see a better duty of care, in relation to 
athletes, being exercised and that means 

supporting coaches differently”.

“And this is why you’re sticking your head above the parapet to try and ring in 
the changes?”.

“I believe it’s the only way we’re going to achieve genuine success on the 
International stage – that means podium positions. Also, I want to see a better 
duty of care, in relation to athletes, being exercised and that means supporting 
coaches differently. If we’re going to succeed at developing better athletes, better 
people then we must focus on coaching. And that means from the top down and 
the bottom up”.

“And are you the one to turn things around?”

“I’ll give it my best shot”.

I don’t doubt he will...
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In Immigration, as in swimming, timing is everything.
We’ll get you to the finish line first!

Bratter PA, a winning team.

Thiago Pereira
Olympic Silver Medalist, National 

Record Holder, Former World Record 
Holder, Brazil, World Champion.

Joao De Lucca, Bruno Fratus 
& Marcelo Chierighini

PanAm Games 400-meter free relay 
gold medalists, 6 Olympic Games 

combined, Multiple National 
Championships, Record Holders, Brazil. 

Arkady Vyatchanin
2 x Olympic Medalist, Former World 

Record Holder, Serbian 
National Record Holder.

Michael Jamieson
Olympic Silver Medalist 200-meter 

breaststroke, Great Britain.

From NCAA Champions, to Olympic Medalists, World Record Holders, National Coaches and World Champions….
BRATTER PA has been privileged to work with World-Class Swimmers and Coaches from over 34 countries.

 Official Immigration 
Law Firm of

Call Us for a Free Consultation Today

The hiring of an attorney is an important decision that should not be based solely upon advertisements. Before you decide, ask us to send you free written information.

+1 (305) 582-2381  |  www.bratterpa.com  |  info@bratterpa.com

Nina Rangelova
3 x Olympian, National Record 

Holder, Bulgaria.

Kathleen: Hi, everybody.  I am back to introduce a wonderful high school 
specialist. I wanted to give you a little bit of background. I am Kathleen. I think we 
have probably all met because they are making me introduce every speaker here. 
I am running around, but Jenn Gosline is originally from New York. She loves the 
Yankees, so if there are any other Yankees fans in the room, loves them. She 
moved to Florida as a high school student. Now, I guess I should back up and say 
that I live in South Florida. She lives in–

Jenn Gosline: Central.

Kathleen: – Central Florida, and that is how we know each other. But, she 
moved to Florida as a high school student and she went to George Jenkins High 
School, which is in Lakeland, Florida. A tiny little school with 2,200 students in the 
school, 96 acres of land. That was her first experience with Florida. You must have 
come in, what? As a sophomore or –

Jenn Gosline: Yes.

Kathleen: As a sophomore.  She went through all of her academia and she 
became an elementary school teacher. She is actually in her 16th year as an 
elementary school teacher. Jenn has been a club coach for 22 years since 1995 
with the City of Lakeland Aquatics, where she got her start. One of the reasons she 
is here today to speak with you is, in 2002, she had a really exciting opportunity to 
coach at her alma mater. That is when Jenn became the coach at George Jenkins 
High School. Since that time – what is that?

Jenn Gosline: 15 years

Kathleen: – 15 years ago, she is an 11-time Polk County Swim Coach of The 
Year. 16th season with George Jenkins and she has the, I do not even know how 
to describe it, the honor of being the FACA state swim rep. Is anyone here from 
Florida? Well, it is the Florida Athletic Coaches Association, partnered closely with 
the FHSAA, which is the Florida State High School Athletics Association and it is 
a minefield of politics. Jenn is one of the few, if only, people to be able to navigate 
this difficult world of politics, get great things done for high school swimming, and 
still get along with everybody. That is how I came to know Jenn, at one of these 
conferences, and, I was just thoroughly impressed by the way she was able to 
bring a group of coaches together from lots of different skill levels and abilities 
and, you will not find anyone as passionate as Coach Jenn about high school 
swimming. So, I would like to introduce her, Coach Jenn Gosline. 

Jenn Gosline: Okay. Thank you. The only reason I got that position was 
because I opened up my mouth where I probably should not have. I am going 
to talk about the ten suggestions new high school coaches need to know. One 
thing that we do in Polk County is we have a scheduling meeting in April. There 
are 22 schools in Polk, Highlands, and Hardee County and we all get together. I 
create a spreadsheet of, basically, a mock schedule and we will meet at one high 
school and we will all just make the changes to the schedule. We are nice enough 
to invite all the private schools, not just public schools, as well as the other two 
counties. It is very difficult when you only have 20 spots to stick in 22 teams. That 
is the one thing that we do. Make sure you get your field trip forms, if you have 
to do that.

I know we have to do a field trip for every single meet that we have because 
we are off-campus, so they consider it a field trip.  Paperwork and due dates, 
physicals, and liability forms; we have a four-page liability form that we have to fill 

Top 10 Suggestions for New 
High School Coaches

Presented by Jenn Gosline, George Jenkins High School
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out now. Concussions courses, we have to take- as well as the students- have to 
take a yearly concussions course. Then, your roster. Coaches also have to take 
your cardiac arrest course through the NFHS Learn website. Then, if you are a 
non-school board employee, you also have to take three take-home courses. I do 
not know what other states have to do, but that is one requirement that we have 
to do. When I guide new coaches through how to be a coach, these are the things 
that I hit with them. If your state program has deadlines, you need to make sure 
you meet those. Whether it is roster deadlines, your swim meet schedule, district 
entry lists before the district meet, and then our athletic director secretary does 
our GPAs because there is always a big competition for which teams have the 
highest GPAs.

Other things that we need from our athletic director are the money box for the 
tickets. We have to sell tickets; $3 an adult and $2 a student per swim meet. We 
always have to have an administrator on deck, so that way they will do all the 
business if there is a problem with a parent or another team or something like 
that. But, because we swim off-campus, we have to have an administrator there 
at all times. The last thing that we deal with our athletic director or his secretary is 
the Booster Club. Our Booster Club account is through the school so that way it is 
all right with taxes and everything. We raise all of our money for the Booster Club 
doing our fundraisers and then, that is different than the internals. We have to pay 
$1,500 a year for our swim pool time, as well as all of our tickets that we sell for 
the meets. That all goes back into our eternal account.

Another form of communication that we have is with the parents. I have created 
a team handbook and this is just the cover and the table of contents. I will be more 
than happy to share it with anybody that would like it, but these are some of the 
things that are in there. We do a parent letter, as well as all the information for 
coaching staff, for captains, and for the kids, so that they can work out team rides 
and stuff like that. Our meet scheduled directions to all the away pools required 
paperwork, expected requirements of the team, order the meet events for JV and 
varsity because we are allowed to have JV for all three relays, for the 500 freestyle, 
the 100 breaststroke, and the 100 backstroke. They are allowed to compete in a 
heat before the varsity heat. They just do not score points for the team. Our tryout 
procedures, our team guidelines, varsity letter requirements, required dives for 
the season; we use an app called TeamSnap and I will get into that in a little bit.

Social media, as Sid touched base on, we have had a lot of issues with students 
with social media. I will get back to that in a little while. Cigarettes, alcohol, and 
other substances- because our code of conduct says that we have to address 
that, we have other miscellaneous information. One thing that we had a problem 
with in years past was that students decided to donate blood during the school 
day so that way they could get out of class, but then in turn, they did not think that 
it would ruin it for swim practice. We have that little policy in there for this season, 
fundraisers, parent volunteers, which will be your biggest assets. Then, all of our 
recommended days, we have our dates pictures all of our main swim meets and 
then the last section I have are the things that the kids fill out with the parents and 
athletes pledge. We have their role, the team roles, and parent contracts for the 
athletes and parents.

Athlete interest form, this gives me their information that I could put into Team 
Manager so that way I have it all. Handbook verification form that they read 
because I have had some students decide that they were going to forge their 
parent’s signature and then their parents go, “Well, we did not know about that 
rule.” Mm, yeah, okay. Club practice agreement with the club coaches and then 
the student athletes’ social media agreement, but if anybody wants to see me after 
I will be more than happy to email you a copy of my handbook. Communication 
with parents: you need their help, you need their support so what we asked for 
from parent volunteers for time is, first, with meets. We have meets on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays. This year, we are hosting four meets, so we need 20 timers 
because all of our meats are basically five team meets. We also ask siblings and 
friends for service hours.

So, if the swimmers bring their friends, I will give the swimmer their service 
hours, as well as, I will give the friend their service hours and then, you have your 
timers. Scorekeeper, I have a whole Excel spreadsheet that we use to keep track 
of the meet. Starter, team snacks and drinks; we usually have two families on a 
swim meet night. We do team snacks and team drinks and a family will donate 
it. We have that signup that we do.  Concessions, I have a parent the last three 
years that have done a Mac Daddy concession stand for us that I do not even 
have to worry about it. Pulled pork in the crock-pot and hot dogs, hamburgers, 
you name it. We made $275 last week on our first concession stand, so that just 
goes right back into our booster account. The night before County we do a swim 
team dinner that we have. Then, the night before Districts, if we do not stay away, 
organized hotels, dinners, and travel trips, we usually try and do a lot of team 
building because I allow my club swimmers to go to club practice. I do a lot of team 
building other times so that way those club swimmers can be included.

We do movie nights and then I always have my banquet coordinator. I know 
some people are writing. But, your parents will be your biggest asset to help you 
through the season. One other thing we use this TeamSnap. I found it this year 
for the first time. It is a great app and there is a website for it, too. I have 27 girls 
and 10 guys this year, so it is a kind of an odd balance, but I had eight senior 
guys graduate last year.  It is $17.99 for the month. You can pay yearly, you can 
pay monthly, or you can freeze your account at any time. After this high school 
seasons’ over, I will freeze it, but you can put in your team roster and you can 
put in all of your paperwork like check sheets so I never have to make another 
spreadsheet again. That was the best thing I could have ever figured out. You just 
check off to make sure they have their physicals in, their liability forms in, and 
then you can just go right down the sheet just checking it off and it is always on 
your phone.

 I uploaded our handbook, our school records, and I upload all of our meet 
lineups onto that so the kids know exactly what they are swimming and I do not 
have to print copies and waste a tree here and there. As an elementary school 
teacher, I know how many copies are made. You can do a team message, where 
the swimmers, after the first meet, are messaging each other on what a great 
night that was. If there are any alerts or any emails, I can send it through there. I 
put our whole team schedule in and there is one button that the parents can all hit 
and it uploads it right into their ISO Calendar, so they won’t miss a beat. Then, you 
can upload videos and photos with it, too. I have told all the teams in Polk County 
all about this and they have all downloaded it now, too. Here are some things for 
TeamSnap. The top left picture is just the opening page when you open it online.

We can put all of our sponsors on there, as well. Firehouse Subs is one of our 
big sponsors. Then, the bottom right picture was just the check-off sheet of all the 
kids’ paperwork that has been handed in. They could create their own pictures 
and IDs. When they download it to their phone, they can upload their own picture 
and create it to be their own. Another thing I do with the parents is that I send out 
a weekly email on Sundays before 8:00 o’clock so that way they know the day-
by-day schedule of what we are going to do for the week, whether it’d just be a 
regular practice or a swim meet or any updated events, special events, or team 
get-togethers. Our team pictures we are having next week so that will be in this 
week’s email. I had a parent who has a child that is swimming for me and then 
another child swimming for a private school because they can have their middle 
schoolers swim and she is like, “I never skip a beat when you email me out a day-
by-day schedule on Sunday. I know everything that is going on.”

So, I know that people are reading it and they know what is going on. 
Communication with the club coaches. I am a coach club, but I coach the little kids 
at club. I allow all of our club kids to swim at their club practices, that is what they 
need in order to get into our Regions and our State swim meets. It is the difference 
of me only being in the water for 90 minutes, where they are in the water for two 
to three hours. The yardage, the limited space of the high school practice; we 

are only allowed three lanes where we swim. I have, I would say, 12 to 15 club 
swimmers so that gives us a lot more space during the high school practice. I can 
credit myself that I could probably train those club swimmers with what they need, 
but when you have a mixed batch from beginning – because I have one girl that 
joined this year, she is a first year swimmer and she has never been on any sort 
of team ever before in her life.

This was her main dream was to be on a swim team and she could barely 
swim, but she is learning.  But, those kids need a lot more concentration than the 
club kids do. So, I just allow them to go to club practices.  I check with them on a 
weekly schedule for attendance. Then, of course, I go to them about what events 
that they should compete in for Districts because that will lead them to Regions 
and States. Good. Yes?

Male Speaker 1: What if they are swimming for another club? I mean, you do 
this?

Jenn Gosline: Yes, I do because the one club that we share a pool with is not 
the club team that I coach for, so I can see those kids on a daily basis just to say 
‘hi’ and ‘how you doing.’ Yes. We only have two club teams in Lakeland. Get to 
know the other coaches in your area and your pool staff.  The other coaches in our 
county are going to be your biggest asset. They have been through this all before 
and they know exactly what you need to know and what you need to do. Pick 
the brains of the coaches.  I offer to help all of our new coaches in Polk County. 
I had one that just started, I guess, it was first week of practice. We are actually 
meeting on Monday to go over everything she needs to know. She had 12 girls 
signed up for the 50 freestyle for her first meet and I was like, “Well, Stephanie, 
you only get two lanes and you can only technically do two JV and two varsity. So 
you only get four.”

So, we were sitting there scrambling around, trying to get her line up the right 
way.  I give them my handbook. I give them copies of our time cards if they need 
it. Any fundraising ideas, forms for meets, such as ‘how many timers you have or 
need,’ ‘how many people are going to be working in concessions,’ so that way I 
can give it to the people at the gate and they can just come in.  Big teams, such 
as my team, will help the small teams with timers, with scoring the meet, and with 
starting the meet. I have the starting system and the laptop for all of the Lakeland 
schools and what I do is I will bring it to the pool the day of the swim meet, set it up 
for them, and then we will go on with practice because, luckily, I am the only team 
that gets to swim at the pool where we have the swim meets. Everybody else is 
in the north end of town. With scheduling and teaching schedules, this is the only 
way it worked out.

I try and help the coaches as much as possible. Get to know the pool staff; 
they will be working with you all season and they end up becoming your children’s 
biggest cheerleaders. I love the pool staff that we work with. They are an asset 
to us and they are actually out there during the swim meet cheering the kids on. 
Beg, borrow, and steal from other coaches. The coaches ask for the handbook 
all the time. Like I said earlier, I will give you guys a copy if you would like it.  
Our time cards, any swimsuit companies that you use, or T-shirt companies you 
use, new coaches would love to know all that. Our photographer is actually a 
former swimmer, so I try and get her name out to get her a little bit more business. 
Fundraising ideas, any workouts, your favorite sets. There is this Facebook “Swim 
Coaches Idea Group,” it is a great thing and coaches from all around the country 
and all around the world post things on there all the time and it is fun.

You always have to have fun with high school kids. The bottom left-hand 
picture, we had a swim team day at the Rays. We have the Tampa Bay Rays and 
they do a swim team day, where you get your $32 tickets for $24. I had kids from 
Lake Gibson High School, from Lakeland High School, from Bartow, All Saints’ 
Academy, and we all got to split a charter bus. We hopped on the bus, we drove 
out to St. Pete, and they were able to get a free silicone cap and a free pair of 

goggles, and they had a blast. I do not think any of them watched the baseball 
game, they were over petting the Rays, but it was just something to bring all the 
teams together. We invited both club teams to go. I did not care who went, just 
as long as it was promoted and the kids had fun. Oh, I should go back. Then, the 
one year, they allowed us to do a parade on the field and that is what that was 
right here.

They gave us a whole parade and all the swim teams that went were on the 
field before the game. This year, they let us sing ‘Take Me Out to the Ballgame.’ I 
am glad we know the chorus. Get to know the rules of your state and the NFHS.  
As I said earlier, the one coach never read the rules, did not know how many 
people she could put into the events, did not know what was acceptable, and what 
was not.  The first website link is the FHSAA, which is our governing body. The 
NFHS is what we all base ours off of. Swimmers and divers, if it were not for them, 
we would not be here, like Sid said earlier. Get to know them so that you can look 
at them and know something is wrong. I have gotten to know my kids through and 
through and they walk onto the deck, I was like, “All right, what happened today?” 
Whether it’d be home, school, work; they have a lot on their shoulders that we 
may not know about.

I can tell in their faces when something’s up. Everyone has a lot going on. 
Reach out and make them know that you care. I try and talk to every swimmer 
every day, at some point, even if it is just, “How was your school day?” Build that 
trust with them so they feel safe with you. I, actually, had this fellow who is also a 
pole vaulter and he was sixth in the state of pole vaulting this year. He just came 
to me other day and said, “Coach, it feels great that you care enough about us, 
that we want to be here for you.” His track coach is the same way. But, I make 
sure that I go to their other events, too, so that way they know I truly do care about 
them. I went to his track meet, I have gone to soccer games, baseball games – I 
will not go to a Jenkins football game. I think we are the worst in the State of 
Florida. Please make sure that your kiddos eat and drink. I know that we have 
had a problem this year.

Most of them do not eat breakfast before they go to school. The late bell is at 
7 A.M. and then there are too many people in the food court for lunch. Teachers 
do not allow the kids to use the restrooms during the day, so then they do not 
want to drink water. Luckily, the principal at Jenkins was my assistant principal so 
I emailed him and he backed me up on that, so now the swimmers are allowed 
to go use the restroom because they were starting to get dehydrated because 
they were not drinking throughout the day. I actually brought in a school board 
nutritionist and she came and talked to all the kids for free, so that is a good idea 
if you are having that same issue. We do an hour and a half of swimming and an 
hour of dry land, so they bring a healthy snack to eat in between the swimming 
and the dry land portion of the workouts, Monday through Friday.

Saturdays, basically the kids run practices based on what they want to work on.  
The other one thing that I wanted to touch base on with the swimmers and divers 
is with social media. Sid touched base on that earlier. Warn athletes about what 
they do put on social media. I had a sophomore last year that decided that she 
was going to tweet that she was going to slap her Math teacher. Well, she ended 
up with an out-of-school suspension for a week and did not think I was serious 
about it.  Our motto is ‘if your grandmother would be offended, do not post it.’ That 
has really helped the kids decide what they are and are not going to post on the 
Internet. Be a continuing student of the sport. I was a student that hated reading, 
but I will read anything I can about swimming. These were just different sites that 
I thought were essential to me about books, articles, journals, attending clinics. 
This is my first time ever here, talking to other coaches. GoSwim is great for drills, 
if you have never been to that site before.

 Kiefer website actually has some great workouts that you can grab off of there, 
too. I do not know if everybody uses Team Manager or not. But, Team Manager is 
a great way of keeping the kids records and their times. I have to manually enter 
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them all the times in after our Tuesday, Thursday meets because we do not use 
touchpad systems during the week. We only use it for the basic city championship, 
county championship, districts, and so on. I just hand–enter them when I find 
some free time in my schedule in between that and teaching second grade this 
year. But you can also keep all of the family info, if you need to get a hold of 
anybody quickly, medical records, anything that they are allergic to. I have had 
a girl, the last two years, who was allergic to latex, so I had to make sure that I 
ordered silicone caps and not latex caps and those little things. Then, you can 
print it out and keep it in a notebook for yourself.

That program, if you have never used it, we are mandated in our county to have 
it. Every athletic director has to buy it for their coaches for track and for swimming, 
but it does make it easier to do your meet lineups when it comes time for your 
championship season. Prepare your workouts ahead of time. Make sure that you 
have an idea of what type of workout you want to do before practice starts. The 
kids will know whether you are fumbling through, trying to figure something out. 
Week one, we do all technique. One stroke a day and we teach them all the drills 
for that stroke. Interval training, we do that more on Tuesdays and Thursdays 
when we do not have a swim meet. A day after a meet, we use as recovery. For 
iPad users, you can download what is called, ‘Workouts for Swim Coaches.’

If you have not seen that yet, I think it is $30 in the App Store. You can log all 
of your workouts into it and it is all drop-down screens and you can add whatever 
you want into that. We also do dryland workouts. We do an hour of dryland. We 
flip tires, we have AB rollers. We have the rollers where they walk on their hands, 
they attach them to the feet. We have the big anchor rope. What I do is I choose 
four of my seniors, who I know can lead and they are the dryland captains. We 
split them up and the other coach and I walk through and make sure all the kids 
are working. They have one day of bis and tris and shoulders, one day of legs, one 
day of core, one day of chest and back. That way, they have their dryland groups 
and they rotate through that every single week. Of course, meet days, we do not 
do that. We will just skip that day and then we go to the next. I bought KinderMats 
at the beginning of the school year for ABS so that way their backs do not get all 
ripped up. 40 stretch cords.

We have access to the tennis courts at the city rec center, so they use the 
tennis courts. They run the neighborhood behind us. One of the trainers I know 
there has three sizes of tires and so they flip tires. I did that with them the other day 
and it was filthy, but it was so worth it. I am trying to stay positive and emphasize 
the improvements, even if it is just 100ths of a second. In this day and age, these 
kids are not introduced to defeat as often. They are going to have some bad 
swims. We all have them; shake them off, and move forward. To fix your start 
or to fix your turn, on Saturday practices, I bring my iPad and we do underwater 
slow-mo videos or off the starting blocks. There are going to be bad days, but 
this generation as we have all seen, have a hard time living with adversity, where 
mom and dad try to fix everything for them. They have to overcome that and do 
it themselves.

Then, one of the most important things, I would say, would be to have fun. High 
school kids want to have fun, so we do a lot of team building the first week. We 
did the running tic-tac-toe, which is the bottom right picture. We have a tic-tac-toe 
and they are about 50 yards back and one team has one color handkerchief, one 
team has another, and they have to run up and throw it into the right spot for their 
team to win.  We do the swim team day at the Rays. My kids are up to dance and 
sing. I think they have this video in here, if I can get it to work. This was before a 
relay meet at 7:00 o’clock in the morning, an hour and a half away. These are my 
boys being goofy. They loved dancing. Craziness. We do a travel trip every year. 
We actually go to Orlando. We help Rowdy Gaines with one of his Masters meets 
that he hosts. The kids are timers so we make that a travel trip during the season.

We do a ‘Welcome Freshmen Barbecue’ right at the end of the school year. We 
take a trip to the middle schools and we talked to all the kids that are zoned for our 

school, give them information on the team, and then we all have a barbecue at 
one of the captain’s houses. ‘Firehouse Friday Nights,’ we do probably every other 
Friday, where we go to Firehouse Subs and they love us having swim season 
because they make more money off of us during that swim season than they do 
any other time of the year. I have become very good friends with the regional 
manager now there. We do a team scavenger hunt down at an outside mall.  Girls’ 
team versus Boys’ team, they have to find certain things and take pictures of them. 
They had to take a picture with a police officer. They had to take a picture with a 
man with a beard and stuff like that. We had a list of 20 different things that we did.

And then, of course, we do our banquet in December and I have pictures of 
that coming up. This is one of my sophomores. He is a sophomore at Yale. He 
was giving an acceptance speech after every award that he won. These are just 
different things that we did. The top right picture, we did a Bubble Ball fundraiser. 
Even though it has nothing to do with swimming, it is a great fundraiser. We made 
a couple hundred dollars. I think they have them in every state possible, just do 
not do it when it is hot outside. We were sweating so badly inside those plastic 
bubbles. They are all inflated. The soccer game got thrown out the window and 
they were just bouncing off of each other, but it is a great fundraiser idea for your 
school. We have capture the flag. We went to help Rowdy as you see him in the 
bottom right-hand corner. He has one of our T-shirts on.

He hosts the Masters meet. It is a 25-meter meet in Orlando. We were timers 
and we made it a travel trip for the entire team. Of course, the parents were right 
there with us. That was our day at the Rays this year, where we were singing 
and “Take Me Out to the Ball Game” on the jumbotron and even with some of 
our little club swimmers went with us, too. Our dry land groups, and then the top 
right picture is two of my boys. They were doing senior predictions for the banquet 
and what they’d do. The juniors get together right before the banquet and they 
do what the seniors are going to be doing in 10 years. That is usually a joke fest, 
but it makes part of the banquet theirs. Then, on the far-right, what we do with the 
seniors is that they do senior gag gifts for everybody on the team. We all go to 
Walmart and they come up with some gag gifts.

Two of my boys love Pokémon, so I found Pokémon best friend necklaces and 
we gave them each that. One of my girls was prone to always getting hurt, so one 
of the kids found on a website a bubble wrapped jumpsuit. That was her gag gift 
that year. She actually broke her wrist swimming butterfly because she hit the 
lane rope. We always knew that she needed something along those lines. But, it 
makes the banquet part of theirs, as well. In the bottom left picture is a picture from 
our banquet. My dad’s a member of the Fraternal Order of Police, so they went 
there or they give us the rental for free and we are able to use their hall for the 
banquet and all the kids sit together and then the parents sit behind us. The girl in 
the top-left, that is one of my captains this year. She was showing them how to do 
inchworms with the push-up in between, so that was our dryland.

I think it was last week that we did that. Then, you know you are doing 
something right when your alumni come back to see you and they stay in your 
life. The top left picture, I had both of those girls when they were nine years old 
and they still come back to swim meets all the time. Then the top right was my 
class of 2015. We all came back over Christmas break, we all had dinner together 
at Texas Roadhouse, and then the other two are just seniors that had graduated 
last year. The one on the left is two years ago. When they stay in your life for that 
long, you know that you are doing something right. Those were my top ten things 
that I think new coaches should need to know. I finished really fast and I am really 
sorry about that. If you guys have any questions, please feel free to ask me. Yes?

Male Speaker 2: Did you ever find the need to collect cellphones?

Jenn Gosline: Yes, I do. When they have them out during dryland, mainly, 
because in the water they are not going to have them. I actually bought a money 
box that locks and I have all the cell phones that get put into the money box, so 

that way they get him back at the end of practice.

Female Speaker 1: Like all of them or just the ones that –

Jenn Gosline: All of them.

Female Speaker 1: All of them.

Jenn Gosline: All for one, one for all. But yes, I do that. I did not have to in the 
beginning, but now it is gotten to that point where I need to. They are like, “Can 
you trust us again?” I am like, “Okay, we’ll try it again.” But, when I put the lineup 
on TeamSnap, I tend to let them have them during our swim meets so that way 
I am not sitting there telling them every time where they are swimming or what 
they are swimming; that way they can look it up themselves on that. Plus, it helps 
the parents.

Male Speaker 3: How much resistance was there too in collecting the phones 
and then, making that a policy?

Jenn Gosline: At first, there was a lot of resistance. Now, the kids just go, “All 
right, here we go,” and they just put them all in there. Actually, I get out of school 
at 3:15. The kids stretch from 3:15 to 3:30, so one of the captains actually collects 
them and locks it and then gives me the key when I get to the pool because when 
I walk out of the locker room the kids are already jumping in for warm-ups. This 
was the first year this year that I have actually had somebody else coaching with 
me. I have done the first 15 years by myself, but she needed some place to go 
and I have known her through college, so I actually was like, “Please, come help 
me. I would love it.” But, yeah, there was resistance at first and they are just used 
to it by now.

Male Speaker 4: Locker room guidelines.

Jenn Gosline: Locker room?

Male Speaker 4: Locker guidelines with their phones or something.

Jenn Gosline: They do not usually go out there. But I do not give their phones 
back until after dryland. We do swimming first and we do dryland second because 
of the way the pool is set up. The club team comes in at five, so we have to be 
out by five.

Male Speaker 5: If they go to the dryland, they would be taking pictures in their 
locker rooms and then you try to prevent that.

Jenn Gosline: Yeah. I know our facility has a sign up that says, “Please do not 
use your cell phones in the locker room to keep everybody’s privacy safe.” Are 
there any other question? Yes.

Female Speaker 2: I also teach at a middle school and I coach high school, 
but do you have any suggestions with any problems you had organizing things?

Jenn Gosline: I have not had any problems. I just choose really good captains 
that I can trust that are on campus with me. When I took over the program, they 
were allowed to vote for captains and I said, “No, sorry, that is the homecoming 
candidates. You can vote for them and I changed it.” One of them tried to buck it, 
but I still chose who I wanted as a captain. I choose very trustworthy captains and 
I say, “If I need this picked up and I need my mailbox checked, it will get done right 
then and there.” I am very good with emails. This is my first year teaching second 
grade, which as you can tell, I am already sick from them and I have not had any 
downtime. But, I will shoot an email back faster and that is what I do with the 
parents. I suggest you email me. Calling me is never going to happen. I have a very 
good relationship with the athletic director and his secretary, especially because 

I went to school there. As long as you can make that bond, they will probably do 
anything for you. But, yeah, choose good captains and trustworthiness. Yes?

Male Speaker 6: Can I get your email for the handbook?

Jenn Gosline: Sure. It is Niagara 15. It is N-I-A-G-A-R-A 1-5 at aol.com. What I 
can do is I can pull it up quick because what I did this year is I made it a PDF file 
and I emailed it to the parents and swimmers a week before practice started. That 
way, they could not change anything. It never dawned on me before to do that. I 
always went to staples and made a gajillion copies. That is our T-shirt design this 
year, so that is why I put it up there. I can just go through this quick. I do a quick 
letter to the parents explaining that this is a ‘fast and furious’ season, but that they 
are our biggest supporters. I give all of my information. My cell phone number, my 
house phone, my school email, my home email, everything; because if a kid is late 
to practice and they do not get in touch with me or Rayland, the entire team does a 
400 IM for them. That is the way you get every single kid to practice.

We used to do 500. Yeah, kids started liking that. So, we changed it to 400 IM; 
not a single kid has been late yet this year. I put the captain’s information in there, 
with their approval, as well as their parents’ approval. I put our meet schedule and 
all directions to away pools. It requires paperwork for the school, as well as for 
me, from the handbook. Expected requirements of every athlete: such as, practice 
times, making sure that they always have running shoes for dryland, shorts and 
a T-shirt, that they have ten minutes to change, and then we start dryland. Suits, 
goggles, caps, and all of that.  I put in practice is never cancelled. If it is raining and 
storming, as we always have in Central Florida – which this year, we have been 
blessed, last year, we only had five meets the entire season because of weather 
– but, we go into the locker rooms and they do their dryland.

They have their dryland captains and they are in their dryland clothes. Then, 
we just flip-flop and run back and forth because by that time we are the only ones 
at the pool. Practice is never canceled. Order of a meet – our meet procedures 
that we have, all of our team guidelines, our tryout procedures, which I very rarely 
cut anybody, varsity letter requirements, all the dives, and information about 
TeamSnap. I include my deal on social media because our school district does not 
have a social media policy. I actually did some research on what other counties 
did and I adopted some of their things because I really liked it; going back to the 
‘beg, borrow, and stealing.’ I found this article about one bad tweet can be costly 
to a student athlete. As a summary, there was a kid in Georgia that was going for a 
Division I scholarship, did 140-character tweet and he lost $140,000 in scholarship 
because of that one tweet. I made sure that the parents saw that, as well.

 E-cigarettes, alcohol, and other substances: as I said earlier, that is because 
we have to address that stuff for the code of conduct. Other miscellaneous 
information: cell phones are prohibited on the pool deck unless an emergency. 
We get two and a half hours of practice, only an hour and a half of the water time. 
Every practice is important. This includes no Pokémon Go because that was so 
popular. Let’s see, what else? Wearing our GJ clothing, make sure that they have 
pride and responsibility with it. All fundraisers that we do, parent volunteers that 
we need, picture day, and then all the different swim meets. The bigger swim 
meets that we have, not just our individual swim meets.  I found this. An athletes’ 
pledge, this year that I added into it and then, our rules contract. This is all the 
information that I need to plug into for team manager, T-shirt size because we do 
special shirts for Districts, Regions, and States so that way I do not have to keep 
asking them.

Then, if they have a preference on what their times are or what their favorite 
stroke is in there. Times: there are three goals- a short-term goal, a practice goal, 
and a meet goal. Some of the kids have no clue how to make a goal. Handbook 
verification that the parents and the student athletes signed in and then a club 
practice agreement that I have with the club coaches that I can contact them at 
any time to see that they are at practice. One year I had a swimmer telling the 
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club coach that they were at high school practice and they were telling me that 
they were in club practice and they were at neither practice and ended up getting 
busted for it. Then, our social media agreement that, ‘I will take responsibility for 
my online profiles including any posts, photos, videos, recordings,’ and all that 
other stuff. I actually stole that from somebody else, as well. But, yes, please email 
me and I will forward it on to you. I will forward it to you as a Word document so 
that way you could change it. There were some high schools that just changed 
GJHS to LGHS and I was like, “That is fine by me. I do not care.”

Female Speaker 3: Thank you.

Jenn Gosline: You are welcome. Trying to make your life easier. Like I said, I 
change it every year somehow or another just because something comes up and 
I throw it in there.

Female Speaker 3: That team logo is on the front of the handbook?

Jenn Gosline: Yes.

Female Speaker 3: Will they come also?

Jenn Gosline: Sure.

Female Speaker 3: My teams also believe it.

Jenn Gosline: We do our T-shirts from a company in Michigan called Laser 
Graphics and I send them a logo. I sent them a picture of a butterflyer and two 
divers and they changed it into Eagles for me. Yep, Laser Graphics Inc. That is 
our team shirt this year.

Female Speaker 3: Do you mind if I copy?

Jenn Gosline: Not at all, be my guest. I can actually give you his email, too.

Female Speaker 3: That is awesome.

Jenn Gosline: Yeah. The first year, we just did the butterflyer, then we did a 
freestyler, then we did a backstroker and a breaststroke. Then, this year is the first 
year I have had diver. So, we added the divers into it.

Female Speaker 4: We are trying to do that.

Jenn Gosline: Yeah, my pole vaulter decided that he wanted to become a diver 
this year. I was okay with that. Then, I have one that trains with a former two-
time Olympian down in the Brandon area, but she was also a gymnast that had 
$33,000 worth of medical bills. Her mother’s like, “Yeah, she is not diving on or 
jumping on land anymore. We are going to put her in something else.” Anything 
else I can help you guys with? Yes.

Female Speaker: Can you share some dryland sets or exercises you do?

Jenn Gosline: Sure.

Female Speaker 5: Can you share body weights?

Jenn Gosline: Yes, we do. Let me grab my jump drive. I only have a few of them 
that I can show you, but I will be more than happy to email you this, too. I have this 
spreadsheet that divides up all the dryland activities that they can do by muscle 
group and I print this out and I put it in a binder for them and sheet protectors. The 
ones I have are highlighted in red. I figured I would make it easier for them seeing 
that they could do that in the locker rooms, as well, because sometimes the locker 
rooms are not the best place. Especially ours, they are not air-conditioned so it 

is like a sauna. Chest and back, legs, core, Bis, Tris and shoulders, and then we 
started doing tabata a couple years ago. There is an app called Fit Radio that you 
can set for as long as you want. It is up for tabata. If you want it 20 seconds on and 
10 seconds off, then you can pick the type of music you want to do it to, as well.

Sometimes they just want to do it themselves where they are in timers. But, it 
goes down so I have a lot of different things. Then, what I do is for August, I made 
a calendar and I will put this calendar so that way they know exactly which day 
they are doing which muscle group. I will be more than happy to send this to you, 
as well, and then you can just change it for whatever you want. But, I have the 
whole season listed out already. That way they hit each muscle group each week.  
Then, I just divide the kids up after getting to know them the first week during 
team-building, I know who not to put together and who to put together. Rayland 
and I are actually doing a group, but we also have a backup. Yesterday was my 
first high school practice I have ever missed. So, I got a video of the kids going, 
“We miss you.” I was like, “Oh, my gosh.”

So, yes – if you would like that, I will send all of that to you, as well. There is 
a lot of partner things that we do, too, where one swimmer will be laying on the 
ground and they will hold another swimmers’ feet and the swimmer on top will hold 
their ankles. While the swimmer on top is doing a push-up, the swimmer on the 
bottom is basically doing a chest press for body weight. I am not linked into the 
internet or I would show you because I have videos of that; when we got rained 
out the other day. They do team sit ups, where all the girls will lay in a row and 
they will all join arms and they all have to sit up at the same time and then come 
back down at the same time. After last year, with us only getting five meets, and 
then everything getting rained out, we became pretty creative with our dryland 
activities. Sometimes, they would do two and a half hours of dryland.

They love the P90x: Ab Ripper, which is one of the things that the girls will do. 
Then, they found some Kardashian butt blaster that they do, as well. The boys will 
just sit there and do wall sets and push-ups the entire time. As long as they are 
doing something, I do not care and I am not going to cancel practice for them to 
go home and eat and sit on the couch and do nothing. That is my culture, I guess 
you can say on that. We never cancel if we do not have to. We have the locker 
rooms and they can do whatever they want to in there. I have the bands that go 
around their ankles and you will see the girls walking out doing step squats and 
then they will do the lunges and they will come through the lobby and go back out. 
If it is raining, but not thundering and lightning, we can end up whether we are in 
the water or outside. It does not matter. Lightning’s pretty dangerous in the area, 
so we try and avoid it as much as possible. Anything else I can help everybody 
on? Anything else you need me to share, I will pull it up and you can have it?

Male Speaker: Did you always have the open option with the club teams?

Jenn Gosline: I would say that first I wanted the practice before meets, but it 
ended up getting to be too crazy and the club coaches were upset. Then, we got 
a new program, which I coach for too. I just take those four months of high school 
season off because I cannot teach, do club, and high school.  They wanted the 
kids the whole time and I was just like, “Well, I trust you all so I just let all the club 
kids go.” I used to, when I first started, require the day before a swim meet, but 
then I changed it.

Male Speaker 9: Yeah, like she was saying earlier, you have to get to the 
political aspects of that.

Jenn Gosline: I just try and make everybody happy.

Male Speaker 9: There is a lot of tension between the high schools and 
requiring a 100% attendance in clubs.

Jenn Gosline: Mm-hmm.

Male Speaker 9: They want kids on the teams, so they end up about 24 high 
schoolers.

Jenn Gosline: Right. I have a lot of home schoolers and kids that – we have 
collegiate high school where they take it at the local college and they can attend 
their college classes at the same time as their high school classes, so they will 
graduate high school with their AA. Those kids that are zoned for us can swim for 
us. Some of them do swim club. At that point, I have to trust the club coaches and 
I try to appease everybody, I guess you can say. With doing a lot of team building, 
because I am not married and I do not have kids, so I can do other things on my 
free time, I like to do team stuff so that will bring those club kids in. We do a big 
brother, little sister type deal and I try to  group those club kids together, so that 
way, if they have a freshman who is nervous about something and wants to talk 
to their sibling about it, I make sure that they are on the club team, as well. But, I 
just try to help the kids and watching how fast Regionals was getting and how fast 
State was getting. In order for those kids to go to State, they have to be at those 
club practices. Then, I do Saturday morning practices after the club team comes 
out of the water, so we do not start until 11:00. We go from 11:00 to 1:00 and those 
club kids come to practice then, too. We make sure, like, our Firehouse Friday 
nights are at 6:30, when the club teams get out so that way those club kids can 
come and be a part of that as well. So, I just try and make everybody happy. Yes?

Female Speaker 6: You are doing Saturday practices that are student-driven?

Jenn Gosline: Yes. So, what they want to work on. They do a warm up and 
then, whether they want to work on starts, turns –

Female Speaker 6: So they get on their own practice.

Jenn Gosline: Mm-hmm.

Female Speaker 6: Are the captains leading that or –

Jenn Gosline: Sometimes the captains lead it, sometimes it is just a student 
helping another student with their starts. Except one girl that is terrified of dives, so 
they actually had six people trying to help her with her starts. But, it is great to see 
the camaraderie between the kids, where we just stepped back the other day and 
we are like, “Oh, cool, look at them now.” That is what I want to see because I said, 
“If you do not learn anything, you are going to learn how to survive in society.” So, 
yes, I let them do that student-driven. If they want me to record them, I will record 
them on my iPad underwater and then we will critique it and they will work on it, 
but most of Saturday mornings are driven by them.

Male Speaker 10: You got dryland then, too?

Jenn Gosline: No, we do not do dryland on Saturdays. We just swim on 
Saturdays.

Female Speaker 7: Was that planned before the practice?

Jenn Gosline: No, I cannot. I do not make it mandatory on Saturdays, but I 
usually get 20 of my 40 kids there.

Female Speaker 7: Okay.

Jenn Gosline: If they are at club practice, I am not going to push it to the max 
because I know club practice is like 6:00 a.m. Other than that? Anybody else? 
Thank you. I appreciate it.
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Are you ready to join
#TeamFINIS?

FREE ULTIMATE
COACHES KIT

Get an exclusive 

collection of our 

industry-leading 

technical training gear

FREE TECHNICAL
RACING SUITS

Opportunities for your 

athletes to receive 

innovative technical 

racing suits

COMPLETELY CUSTOM 
SWIMWEAR
Your Team.

Your Design.

PERSONALIZED 
CUSTOMER SUPPORT 
We will be there every 

step of the way to 

support you and your 

team’s needs

WE’RE READY FOR YOU!
Contact a local FINIS dealer or go to FINISswim.com/ teamsponsorship
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